Management: Business strategy and the question of balance
Where do we stand, where do we want to be and how do we get there?

Changes and uncertainties are part of your daily challenges. The art of
successful business leadership lies within the skillful balance between
spontaneity and flexibility to take advantage of opportunities in the moment
with a dynamic business strategy.
TEMAS AG will help you to find the balance and to successfully put it into
practice.
The balance that we are here talking about is not a type of “tea” or
“meditation”, but rather a management path of hard work and professional
discipline. Here we want to accompany and support you.
A lot along this path is just like playing the piano of a virtuoso: 90% practice
and 10% talent.
We support you to develop the 90%. For the last 10% we can give you impulse
and feedback as well as offer you coaching.

Andreas Halbleib has 25 years of
experience in successful change
processes and strategy development. He is the builder of many
new business concepts.
The question: Where do we want
to be tomorrow? Is one of his
favorite questions.

The business pyramid
In general, businesses develop many of these elements, but lack in entrepreneurial structure. Which
elements are missing and have to be
developed in your business strategy,
will be determined in a collective
discussion. Many businesses see this
type of work as awful that can be just
skipped over. But you wonder then
why the employees, leaders and
customers don’t understand what the
business stands for and where it
wants to go. It does always need
much more transparency to become
more successful.

We would like to give you more information. Can we reach out to you?
Or do you want to contact us? Then Mr. Andreas Halbleib is available to you:
Phone:

+41 (0)71 446 50 30

Mobile:

+41 (0)79 816 59 73

Email:

andreas.halbleib@temas.ch
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